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Bruker software licenses are issued as network (= floating) licenses.

Such licenses can be utilized by more than one PC in the network (= clients).

Software prices depend on the number of clients supported by the license, e.g. 1, 5, 10.

Licenses are generated from the Media Access Control address (MAC address) of a PC's network adapter.

When choosing the MAC address of an USB Ethernet adapter, you will have a transportable license!
Provides access to all TopSpin features.
Supports displaying, processing, analyzing and plotting

No support for data acquisition, NmrSim, NmrGuide
Supports displaying and plotting. Also supports manual phase correction.

No support for data acquisition, processing, analysis, NmrSim, NmrGuide.
Supports displaying, processing, analyzing and plotting

BUT: Datasets must be older than 4 weeks. This limitation is due to the low price of this license

Also supports NmrSim. Simulated data do not have the 4-weeks restriction
License is free of charge! (Not the media)

Supports data viewing

No support for data acquisition, processing, analysis, plotting, NmrSim, NmrGuide

This license can be used to develop own applications for TopSpin, e.g. AU programs, Python or Java programs
Demo License

Like a full license, but time-limited to 3 months.

License free of charge (not the media)